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Colin Inglis <csinglis@outlook.com> 11 August 2021 at 12:46
To: Warwick Crest <wc-flag@hotmail.com>, Jack Lee <jack.lee.1902@gmail.com>
Cc: Directors <directors@warwickcrest.org>, Andrew Parton <andrew_parton@icloud.com>, Ben Hall
<ha7403@hotmail.co.uk>, "Blake & Ford @ 10WC" <banqwg@gmail.com>, Brigitte Hill <brigittehill@hotmail.co.uk>, Eno
Umotong <enoumotong@hotmail.com>, Evie Gold <evie_gold@yahoo.co.uk>, George Zhao <george.zhao@i-
krave.co.uk>, "Gregg Collingham @ WC" <greggjc@googlemail.com>, "Hadi @ 67/63WC" <htav71@gmail.com>,
"wc@ianbush.co.uk" <wc@ianbush.co.uk>, ICE - Mark Gilliland <markcheekymonkey@gmail.com>, Bob Sahota
<bobsahota@me.com>, Lucy Forrester <lucyforrester@gmail.com>, Madie Adcock <madieadcock@icloud.com>,
"Michelle Vale @ 61/62WC" <nigelandkids@hotmail.com>, Nadine Plueer <nadine@plueer.ch>, Nicholas Norman
<nickcgc@aol.com>, Sahira Noor <sahiranoor786@hotmail.com>, Sam & Verena Byrne <verenabyrne@gmail.com>,
"Seldi @ 37/33WC" <seldiru@gmail.com>, Simon Walden <s7handicap@gmail.com>, "18666151668@163.com"
<18666151668@163.com>, Tony Sartorius re 64WC <aes@alucast.co.uk>, "chitra.shah301193@gmail.com%20"
<chitra.shah301193@gmail.com>, "jakegolec@hotmail.co.uk" <jakegolec@hotmail.co.uk>,
"BRADYTURNERC@parliament.uk" <BRADYTURNERC@parliament.uk>, Preet <preet.gill.mp@parliament.uk>, Jez
Bullock - Warwick Crest <jezbullock@yahoo.com>, "matt_rendu@hotmail.com" <matt_rendu@hotmail.com>

Firstly my sincere apologies to anyone accidentally tagged in these emails, it must deeply troubling, worrying about
your assets in WC and not knowing who or what to believe. I am also deeply worried not just by the predicament we
are in and the massive amount of my time and commitment that is going into the efforts we are making to resolve the
situation quickly and at least cost - but also by the endless disagreements.

 

Secondly I have no axe to grind individually with any of the authors of recent communications to the board or any
other recipients of this email and no legal disputes either. I am writing to this group as a relatively new director to try
to find a sensible way forward. I need to say though based on recent communication this email should not be
interpreted as meaning that I agree in way shape of form with the many accusations that have been made, nor that it
indicates any kind of rift within the board or with MetroPM.

 

Thirdly, I am always interested in help and constructive support from any leaseholder or shareholder towards the aim
of remediating the EWS1 issues as quickly and cheaply as legally and safely possible.

 

Fourthly, It is worth saying that all stakeholders are well within their rights to properly question and challenge the
actions of the board and our managing agents

 

So saying that I do not believe that repeated emails with what appear to me, on the face of it and so far as I can
currently tell, anyway, to be baseless accusations of incompetence, dishonesty or worse are likely to be helpful in
moving us towards a solution. I appreciate that some of you receiving this email may think I am gullible and being
manipulated, but in order to act I need evidence, so therefore I ask again:

 

If anyone has or knows of the existence of any evidence whatsoever that backs any of the various claims that
have been made in recent emails regarding any of the Directors past and present or MetroPM then please
provide it to me personally without delay so that it can be investigated.  To be clear by evidence I mean any
physical written or electronic records, minutes of meetings etc. that help to substantiate any of the actual or
implied allegations that have been made.  Simply repeating the allegations as though they were fact is not
evidence.
If any such evidence is brought forward I am willing to personally fund an independent investigation from a
trained and qualified person from a recognised independent body
If anyone wishes to reach out to me personally as some shareholders have already done and discuss our
predicament or they have concerns they would rather not commit to paper then again please feel free to call or
email me one to one.  I will guarantee that such conversations will remain confidential
The central accusation that the board and MetroPm have not answered questions is clearly mistaken, however
given the volume an potential duplication of questions, it is entirely feasible that something has been



overlooked so if you have a question that has not been answered then please submit it to me again and I will
ensure that an answer is forthcoming. As I have said previously I cannot address any question that is related
to the ongoing legal action. I am also mindful that some of the recipients of this mail may strongly disagree with
some answers that have been given, so I offer again if you have evidence from relevant qualified named
professionals that can be used to provide additional challenge to our suppliers then I am happy to receive it
and try and act on it – but I have to be clear and open that just because a person disagrees with an answer
does not of itself render that answer inaccurate or false – evidence is required so that further challenge can be
made
The specification of works has been shared now as will the tenders when received and any and all legal and
safe suggestions to reduce costs are welcome.  It is worth saying though that now funding seems to be
available to us via one fund or another, the government itself will require us to demonstrate a robust tender
process and value for money and will not fund any works they consider unnecessary.  That in itself should
provide additional external challenge to the specification and tenders
I also personally think that availability of funding renders a lot of the recent communications academic –
unless, as I say, tangible evidence can be supplied to support the allegations
I ask the authors to reflect on the recent “demand” to appoint new directors. Regardless of the merits of the
case for a more diverse board in the current circumstances, in my 40 years’ experience in business, demands
and threats rarely achieve their aim and can often be counterproductive.  I ask you to reconsider your
approach and am happy to consider suggestions

 

In my humble opinion constant bickering about the past is pointless and counterproductive (unless of course any of
the allegations can be proven, see above).  Not just the board’s but everyone’s total focus now should be on getting
the funding secure and hopefully therefore removing the overarching worry that we all have.

 

I live in hope that common sense can prevail

 

Colin Inglis

07771 847518

 

 

 

 


